
Trademark Electronic Application System (TEAS) filing receipt

MARK: Cyber Barrier (Standard Characters, mark.jpg)
The literal element of the mark consists of Cyber Barrier.
The mark consists of standard characters, without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

We have received your application and assigned serial number '85735771' to your submission. The
summary of the application data, bottom below, serves as your official filing receipt.

In approximately 3 months, an assigned examining attorney will review your application to determine
if all legal requirements are met. Currently, your mark is not registered and is considered a "pending"
application. The overall process from the time of initial filing to registration or final refusal can take
13-18 months or even longer, depending on many factors; e.g., the correctness of the original filing and
the type of application filed. It is CRITICAL that you check the status of your application at least
every 3 - 4 months and promptly contact the Office if a letter (an "Office action") or notice has issued
for your application that you did not receive or do not understand. To check the status, please use
http://tarr.uspto.gov. Do not submit status requests to TEAS@uspto.gov. Failure to respond timely to
any Office action or notice may result in the abandonment of your application, requiring you to pay an
additional fee to have your application revived even if you did not receive the Office action or notice.

Please view all incoming and outgoing correspondence at http://portal.uspto.gov/external/portal/tow. If
your status check reveals an issued Office action or notice that you did not receive, immediately view
the action/notice through the USPTO website. The USPTO does not extend filing deadlines due to a
failure to receive USPTO mailings/e-mailings. You must ensure that you update your record if your
mail and/or e-mail address changes, using the form available at
http://www.uspto.gov/teas/eTEASpageE.htm.

If you discover an error in the application data, you may file a Voluntary Amendment, at
http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/teas/miscellaneous.jsp. Do not submit any proposed amendment to
TEAS@uspto.gov, because the technical support team may not make any data changes.  NOTE: You
must wait approximately 7-10 days to submit any Voluntary Amendment, to permit initial upload of
your serial number into the USPTO database. The acceptability of any Voluntary Amendment will only
be determined once regular examination begins, since the assigned examining attorney must decide
whether the change proposed in the amendment is permissible. Not all errors may be corrected;e.g.,
if you submitted the wrong mark, if the proposed correction would be considered a material alteration
to your original filing, it will not be accepted, and your only recourse would be to file a new application
(with no refund for your original filing).

Since your application filing has already been assigned a serial number, please do not contact
TEAS@uspto.gov to request cancellation. The USPTO will only cancel the filing and refund your fee if
upon review we determine that the application did not meet minimum filing requirements. The fee is a
processing fee that the USPTO does not refund, even if your mark does not proceed to
registration. NOTE: The only "exception" to the above is if you inadvertently file duplicate
applications specifically because of a technical glitch and not merely a misunderstanding or mistake;
i.e., if you believe that the first filing did not go through because no confirmation was received and
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then immediately file again, only to discover later that both filings were successful, then the technical
support team at TEAS@uspto.gov can mis-assign and refund one of the filings.

WARNING:  You may receive unsolicited communications from companies requesting fees for
trademark related services, such as monitoring and document filing. Although solicitations from these
companies frequently display customer-specific information, including USPTO serial number or
registration number and owner name, companies who offer these services are not affiliated or
associated with the USPTO or any other federal agency. The USPTO does not provide trademark
monitoring or any similar services. For general information on filing and maintenance requirements for
trademark applications and registrations, including fees required by law, please consult the USPTO
website.

APPLICATION DATA: Trademark/Service Mark Application, Principal Register TEAS Plus
Application

The applicant, Ian Hirschsohn, a citizen of United States, having an address of
      249 South Highway 101 #270
      Solana Beach, California 92075
      United States

requests registration of the trademark/service mark identified above in the United States Patent and
Trademark Office on the Principal Register established by the Act of July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. Section
1051 et seq.), as amended, for the following:

       International Class 009:  Computer anti-virus software
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or
services. (15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).

For informational purposes only, applicant's website address is: www.CyberBarrier.com
The applicant's current Correspondence Information:

      Hirschsohn, Ian

      249 South Highway 101 #270

      Solana Beach, California 92075

      858-259-7633(phone)

      protect@syberbarrier.com (authorized)

A fee payment in the amount of $275 will be submitted with the application, representing payment for
1 class(es).

Declaration

The undersigned, being hereby warned that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable
by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, and that such willful false statements,
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and the like, may jeopardize the validity of the application or any resulting registration, declares that
he/she is properly authorized to execute this application on behalf of the applicant; he/she believes the
applicant to be the owner of the trademark/service mark sought to be registered, or, if the application is
being filed under 15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b), he/she believes applicant to be entitled to use such mark
in commerce; to the best of his/her knowledge and belief no other person, firm, corporation, or
association has the right to use the mark in commerce, either in the identical form thereof or in such
near resemblance thereto as to be likely, when used on or in connection with the goods/services of such
other person, to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive; and that all statements made of
his/her own knowledge are true; and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to
be true.

Declaration Signature

Signature: /baja ya/   Date: 09/21/2012
Signatory's Name: Ian Hirschsohn
Signatory's Position: Owner
Signatory's Phone Number: 858-259-7633

Thank you,

The TEAS support team
Sat Sep 22 00:47:24 EDT 2012
STAMP: USPTO/FTK-24.94.17.55-20120922004724067574-85735771-
4908fa46be2ca345ba09010dbf84cc9cfe8-CC-9278-20120922002906993213


